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Abstract 

The radial electric field is driven to positive value by off-axis second harmonic 

electron cyclotron heating(ECH) in the Compact Helical System [Plasma Physics and 

Controlled Nuclear Fusion Research, 1988, Nice( International Atomic Energy Agency, 

Vienna, 1989) Vol.11 p.411]. The observed positive electric field is associated with the 

outward particle flux enhanced with ECH. The enhanced particle flux triggered by the 

production of the electrons accelerated perpendicularly to the magnetic field with ECH 

results in the change of the electric field. 

Keywords: radial electric field, density pum|>-out, electron cyclotron heating, ho-

liotron/torsatron, particle flux, 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In stellarator devices, non-ambipolar property of radial fluxes induces intrinsic ra

dial electric field. The neoclassical theory suggests that such electric field reduces the 

helical ripple loss, and consequently improves the plasma confinement.1"3 There are 

generally two stable states in the stellarator plasmas which satisfy ambipolarity equa

tion. They are called the ion root(negative electric field) and the electron root(positive 

electric field).3 In a stellarator reactor, it is an important scenario to attain the elec

tron root because the higher energy confinement time is expected with positive electric 

field.1 Various observations on the radial electric field have been reported in stellarator 

devices. In Heliotron-E device,4 the radial electric field at r~0.7-0.9a is found to be 

positive(the electron root) for the low density plasma(ne < 1 x 1013cm~3), and neg-

ative(the ion root) for the high density plasma(nt. > 2 x 101 3cm"3).5 In Wendelstein 

VII-A stellarator,6 the observed electric field in the plasma with electron cyclotron 

heating(ECH) (at ree ~ 5 x 101 3 cm"3) is consistent with a theoretical prediction.7 In 

Advanced Toroidal Facility(ATF),8 the positive electric field is observed for the low-

density plasma with ECH at n. ~ 5 x 1012 cm"'1.9 In Compact Helical System(CHS),10 

the observed radial electric field is negative in the typical neutral beam(NB) heated 

plasmas.11 The electric field becomes more negative near the plasma edge for the higher 

electron densities. 
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However, those experimental results have not certified the clear effect of the radial 

electric field on the confinement. In order to study this effect, it is necessary to have 

a method which can control the radial electric field externally. More recently, the 

transition of electric field from the ion to the electron root is found when the particle 

flux is sufficiently enhanced by superposition of ECH on NB heated plasmas in CHS.12 

The transition of the radial electric field was observed as the ECH power was increased. 

It suggests that. ECH can be a powerful tool for such studies. It is important that the 

relationship between the particle flux and the electric field and the physical process 

of particle flux enhancement are clarified. Density pump-out due to ECH has been 

generally observed in both tokamaks and stellarators.13"16 In PDX tokamak,17 the 

density pump-out was clearly observed at the superposition of ECH on the NB heated 

plasmas and the ohmically heated ones at the intermediate density(central density 

between 0.7 x 1013em~3 to 2 x lO 1 3 ™ - 3 ) . 1 3 In CHS, it is reported that the density 

pump-out or the degradation of the particle confinement is triggered by the production 

of electrons accelerated perpendicularly to the magnetic field with ECH.16 

In this paper, we present the formation of the positive radial electric field through 

enhancing the particle flux due to ECH and its relation with resonance positions, power 

and injection modes. The physical process in the particle flux enhancement due to ECH 

and the relationship between the particle flux and the electric field are also discussed. 
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Experimental setup is described in Sec.II and the experimental results are pre

sented ill Sec.III. The physical process for the particle flux enhanced with EC'H and 

the resultant electric field are discussed in Sec.IY. In Scc.V. conclusion is described. 

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

CHS is a heliof ron/torsatron device with a pole number of /=2, a toroidal period 

number m=8 and an aspect ratio of 5. In this study, the major radius R is 92cm 

and the averaged minor radius a is 19cm. The second harmonic ECH is carried out 

with the 53.2GHz gyrotron of the maximum pulse width of 100ms. Here, more than 

60 % of the injection power is focused as a Gaussian beam with a desired ordinary(0-

) or extraordinary(X-) mode whose waist size is 2.5cm and waist position is at the 

mid-plane of CHS vacuum vessel. The focusing system is composed of a stair cut 

Vlasov antenna, an improved reflecting mirror and a stcerable focusing mirror.18 The 

injections of O- or X-mode become- possible by using a plane reflector or a reflecting 

corrugated polarizer, respectively. The focal points of EC'H are controlled using the 

steerable focusing mirror. The 7.5MHz ion cyclotron range of frc<iiieney(ICRF) is used 

for the pre-ioiiization of plasmas in this study.'" The N'B is tatigeutiaJly injected to 

sustain the plasmas. The line-averaged electron density is measured with an HCX 

laser interferometer. Electron density and temperature profiles are measured with a 

single-channel Thomson scattering (TS) system. Poloidal rotation and ion temperature 
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profiles are measured with a charge exchange spectroscopy (C'XS) diagnostic using the 

heating beam with a time resolution A/cxs = 16. Tins.20 The radial electric field is 

evaluated from the observed poloidal rotation and the ion pressure gradient using a 

radial momentum balance equation for a fully ionized carbon. Since a toroidal rotation 

damps due to a viscosity caused by the helical ripple, its contribution is usually small 

and negligible in the momentum balance equation.21 

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

A. Effect of ECH Resonance Positions 

The ripple top of the magnetic field strength along the field line at r = 0.5a is 

located at high field side near the mid-plane of the torus as shown in Fig.l. Another 

resonance configuration located at the low field side is also shown in the figure. Al

though resonance areas in the another configuration do not necessarily correspond to 

the bottom of the magnetic held strength due to both the toroidal and helical rip-

ples, the resonance is called the ripple bottom resonance in contrast with the ripple 

top one here. The central toroidal magnetic fields Bt are 0.75T and 0.93T for the 

ripplp top and bottom resonances, respectively. The second harmonic EC'H are super

posed on the NB heated plasmas in order to control the particle flux. The injection 

power of ECH PKCH is 140k\V in this experiment. The densities of the NB heated 
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target plasmas are adjusted below the cut-off density for the second harmonic X-mode 

ECH(~ 9.5 x 101 2cm"3). Figure 2 shoves the radial profiles of electron density n,,()>) 

at 15ms after the ECH is turned on for the two resonance configurations. Here, p is 

a normalized radius calculated with finite rf equilibrium code. V.YIEC22.23 As a refer

ence plasma, we choose the NB heated plasma without ECH at fl,=0.93T with the 

same line-averaged density as that for the plasma with ECH to eliminate the density 

dependence of the radial electric field. The density decrements are observed in both 

the configurations, but the decrement in the superposition of ECH for the ripple bot

tom resonance is larger than that for the ripple top one. Figure 3 shows the radial 

profiles of electron temperature Tc(p), ion temperature T,(p), poloidal rotation velocity 

i'g(p) and the electric field E,(p) evaluated by the momentum balance equation. The 

large positive electric field(~ 44V cm"' at p=0.82) is observed in the case of the ripple 

bottom resonance where the strong particle flux enhancement with ECH is expected. 

B. Effect of ECH Power and Injection Mode 

The transition of the radial electric field to positive value has been observed as the 

ECH power has been increased.12 Figure 4 shows the radial profiles of radial electric 

field E,(p) at 15ms after the ECH is turned on for the reference plasma and those with 

"̂ECH = 85 and 140k\V. The line-averaged densities for the target plasmas are kept 

constant. The large positive electric field is observed for the plasma with /\cti=140k\V 
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while the electric field for the reference plasma and that with PE(H=85k\Y is about 

zero or small negative value. 

The second harmonic ECH with the X- and O-mode injections at the ripple bottom 

resonance are superposed on the XB heated plasmas with PKC:H=140 and 170kW, re

spectively. Figure 5(a) shows the time evolutions of the decrement in the line-averaged 

density An„ for O- and X-mode injections. The corresponding radial profiles of poloidal 

rotation velocity i'g(p) at 15ms after the ECH is turned on are shown in Fig.5(b). In 

X-mode injection where the density decay is large, the plasma clearly rotate in the 

ion-diamaguetic direction which corresponds to the positive electric field. 

IV. DISCUSSIONS 

A. Particle Flux Enhanced with ECH 

One of the candidates to explain the mechanism of the density pump-out is the 

outward flux due to the poor confinement of perpendicularly accelerated electrons with 

ECH.24 The profile of the enhanced particle flux TECHM >S deduced from the equation 

of continuity using the density decay.12 The evaluated profiles TECHI/J) are shown in 

Fig.6 for the plasmas with P|.;CH=85 and 140kVV in the power scan experiment. The 

neoclassical flux rNC(p) for the target plasma in the figure is estimated using the 

connection formula of neoclassical transport that covers the whole collisiouality regime 
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[ Eqs.(6)-(11) in Ref.2 J. where the experimental data »,.(/J). /;.(/;) and T\(p) are taken 

into account and a single hclieily model is used. It is noted that electrons are in 

the \jv regime for the plasma with EC'H at the ripple bottom resonance! the electron 

collisionality v. ,.[= (qP/;'•"r,,, )i/] >0.5 ) at /;~0.6-0.9. while ions are in plateau regime. 

Here, v is the pitch angle scattering frequency by the collisions, q is a safety factor. 

ib is the helical ripple and r,\, is a electron thermal velocity. On the other hand, both 

ions and electrons for the reference aud the target plasma are in plateau regime in the 

whole plasma region. 

In the low-aspect-ratio heliotron/torsatron like CHS. the drift orbits of the helically 

trapped electrons markedly deviate from the magnetic surfaces.2'1 Therefore, the heli

cally trapped electrons and the transition) from passing to helically trapped) electrons 

produced by ECH to be rare collisioual ones are poorly confined. The electron loss 

predicted theoretically is realized in the rare collision limit. i l Firstly, we discuss the 

possibility of creating the rare collisional electrons with ECH. The theory of nonlinear 

interaction is developed in a parabolic magnetic well.-0 The nonlinear interaction is 

characterized by a large periodic energy excursions with a period of 2z/v,f and the 

peak energy £,„. The net heating is realized by Coulomb collisions (or other ran

domization process). It was shown in Ref.26 that the nonlinear interaction is strong 

and is larger than the quasiliner contribution when the effective randomization fre-
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qucncy i/,.ir(= v/A'-'j is comparable to the energy excursion frequency vrr(in the region 

of 10"' < Ktth't! < 10*) for tlie second harmonic ECH near the bottom resonance of 

the magnetic well. Here, \ is the width of the resonance in pitch-angle .space. As a 

special case, the effect of the nonlinear interaction ai the the ripple bottom resonance 

tuned very well can be evaluated on the basis of the test particle model under the 

following assumptions.: 

• The magnetic well is assumed to be the parabolic one near the ripple 

bottom ( well length L ~ [(1 - c t - ;i, )i?2/=i,m2]11-5, where ;, is the toroidal 

ripple. ). 

• The electric field of the wave is uniform with that of the beam center at 

the waist point EQ which is estimated from the ECH power Pt„m(~ 60% 

of the injection power Pf.cn) focused as the Gaussian beam with waist size 

Jt = 2.5cm using the following relation, 

where Zo is a wave impedance. (Here, we use i3fOCu»=60k\V.) 

• The temperature and density are 300eV and 1 x 10'3enT3 for the back

ground plasma, respectively. The similar parameters are obtained for the 

target plasmas. 
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• The test electron is deeply trapped in the magnetic bottom satisfying the 

resonant condition (|i'///t'±| < A r/2. where r// and t'i are the parallel and 

perpendicular velocities, respectively). For instance, A r is evaluated to be 

0.12 for the initial perpendicular energy of the test electron £j. =300eV. 

The increase in the perpendicular energy < A£j. > for the test electron is derived as 

follows. 

< AE± >= ^ [ 1 -exp(-J)cos,J], (2) 

where ,i is (v0sr/v,f)~05- A Lorentz collision model is taken as the Coulomb collision 

process which realizes the net heating. The ratio vr«jv,x and the energy increase 

< A£j. > by the nonlinear interaction are shown in Fig.7 as a function of the initial 

energy E± of the test electron. Under the process mentioned above, vefr can become 

comparable to v,\, and the test electrons with i?i=300eV(at v^ ~ 2) is accelerated up 

to about 780eV(at v.e ~ 0.4). As shown in Fig.7, since the excursion time T^{= \/v,i) 

is little less than the passing time r p a , of the electrons through the resonance area(in the 

beam waist), the nonlinear interaction may affect not only the helically trapped electron 

in the magnetic well but also the passing electrons. However, the above assumptions 

that are necessary for the evaluation are not always valid for the interaction at the 

resonances in the ripple bottom configuration. Also, we have to treat the Fokker-Plarek 

equation in order to discuss quantitatively the particle flux enhanced with ECH. Since 
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the deviation of the drift orbits from the magnetic surface due to which the particle 

flux enhancement is predicted in the rare collision limit is large in the low-aspect-ratio 

device like CHS, the particle distribution in the Fokker-Planck equation can not be 

treated as the function of the only radial position. 

The observed density decrease in the ripple bottom case is larger than that in the 

ripple top one. The density decay with O-mode ECH is observed to be weak. Next, 

the effects of the resonant magnetic configuration and injection modes of ECH on the 

particle flux enhancement with ECH are discussed. The helically trapped electrous are 

more easily created with ECH at the ripple bottom resonance than at the ripple top one, 

even though the only effect of the magnetic configuration is taken into consideration. 

At the ripple top resonance, the passing electrons can not transit into the helically 

trapped and transition ones with increase of the perpendicular energy by ECH. If the 

helically trapped electrons are created near the mid-plane, the ECH generates the 

outward(inward) particle flux in the ripple bottom(top) case, because the ceuter for 

the drift orbits is located between both focal points on the mid-plane. 

Since the single-pass absorption in the case of ripple bottom resonance with O-mode 

injection is much weaker than that with X-mode injection, the most ECH powers are 

absorbed with X-mode after being partially transformed by the wall reflections in the 

case of the O-mode injection. Here, the optical depth Top l with X- and 0- mode 
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estimated from the Bornatici's formula27 are about 0.5 and 1 x 10"' at p = 0.5 for 

target plasma, respectively. The ECH power absorption is less localized for the case of 

O-mode injection than that of X-niode injection. Therefore, the electrons interact more 

strongly with the wave at the ripple bottom resonance in the X-tnode injection. The 

difference of the density decay between O- and X-mode injections is another support 

for the model that the enhancement of the particle flux with EC'H is triggered by 

perpendictdar acceleration of electrons. 

The power absorption of even the X-mode ECH occurs at the resonance not only 

near the mid-plane but also in different region due to the multiple reflection at the 

vessel wall because of the poor single-pass absorption. Figure 6 also show the local 

resonance area normalized by the total resonance area s(/?)/S2s in the ripple bottom 

case. Here, the total resonance area S is defined as /„' s(p)dp. The resonance area is 

not localized at p = 0.5(which is the focal point) but expands in the region outside 

of p > 0.2. As shown in Fig.6. when the electric field does not become positive (in 

the plasma with PECH=85kW). the particle flux r K ( n is enhanced with ECH only in 

p > 0.2. In that case, the particle flux is enhanced at the place where the EC'H power 

is deposited. However, the particle flux A:<.|i is enhanced even in p < 0.2 when the 

larger positive electric field is observed in the outer regional > 0.0). This suggests that 

the positive electric field in the outer region affects the particle flux in p < 0.2. 
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B. Evaluation of Radial Electric Field 

Figure 8 shows the radial electric field profiles observed and evaluated theoreti

cally for the plasma with ECH at the ripple bottom resonance (with PEcn=140k\V). 

where the following nonlinear diffusion equation for the electric field29 is used for the 

theoretical evaluation. 

Ml1'''{E< - 7]] - hw}E'' - 7 ) 2 - ^m - /*(*> - r M ] . (3) 
where the prime denotes the derivative on p. We assume that ECH enhances only 

electron particle flux, not ion particle flux, and that the anomalous particle fluxes 

are ambipolar. The dependence of the enhanced particle flux on the electric field is 

not taken into consideration. Here, '/ is such the factor that '/ B 2 corresponds to 

the viscosity coefficient. The factor '/ B2 can be represented by a coefficient of shear 

viscosity /)"", « B 2 = nlm\if,!. In this analysis, the coefficient //' , | r is given as a constant 

parameter. Disagreement of the electric field profile between the observation and the 

calculation neglecting the viscosity term (at // e l r=0 m 2 s - 1 ) is clear. The calculated 

electric field is more positive at the plasma cdge(p >0.8), and is more negative at the 

core region than the observed electric field. The scattering of the calculation comes 

from the error in the estimation of the enhanced particle flux TECH as shown in Fig.C. 

Since the calculation neglecting the viscosity term is based on the local flux balance on 

the each magnetic surface, the discontinuities in the electric field profile is caused. If the 
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change of the radial electric field to positive value occurs in the outer region, the electric 

field diffuses into the inner region under the influence of the perpendicular viscosity. 

Therefore, the theoretically evaluated electric field should become more smooth radial 

profile such as that of the observed electric field by taking the diffusion process of the 

electric field into consideration. As shown in Fig.8. the observed electric field profile is 

in well agreement with the theoretical prediction including the viscosity term, where 

/Vir =400nf's"1 is used. The value of the coefficient //,# is about one order larger than 

the measured ion thermal diffusivity. However, since we does not take into account the 

dependence of the factor 'i and TECH on the electric field, the further investigation is 

required for the quantitative comparison. The electric field that diffuses into the inner 

region may affect the particle flux in the region. The particle flux enhanced with ECH 

in the inner region where the resonance area does not exist(p < 0.2) may be due to the 

influence of the diffused electric field on the particle flux. To discuss the formation of 

the positive electric field with ECH qualitatively, we restrict our results to the electric-

field at p=0.82. 

Figure 9 shows a dependence of the observed electric field on the enhanced flux 

•TECH at p=0.82 for the two resonance configurations. The change of the radial elec

tric field from a negative to a positive value is observed at the larger enhanced flux(~ 

4 x lO^cm^s - 1 ) . Figure 10 shows the dependences of the ion and electron neoclas-
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sical fluxes on the radial electric field for the plasma with ECH for the two resonance 

configurations at p=0.82. In the power scan experiment, since the obtained density 

and temperature profiles are not so different, the neoclassical fluxes estimated from the 

profiles change little. The ion neoclassical flux strongly depends on the radial electric 

field E, and has a peak at £V~0 in the ripple bottom case. The electron neoclassi

cal flux has a weak dependence on the radial electric field in both two configurations. 

Since the temperature, especially of ion, in the ripple bottom case is observed to be 

higher than that in the ripple top case, as shown in Fig.3. due to the improvement 

of the confinement by the strong magnetic field, there is much difference between the 

neoclassical fluxes estimated from the density and temperature profiles in both con

figurations. However, the difference of the observed electric fields between two cases 

does not come from the change of the neoclassical fluxes or the obtained density and 

temperature profiles. In the ripple bottom case, the observed large positive electric-

field can not be explained by taking only the neoclassical fluxes into consideration as 

shown in Fig.10. The any additional electron lass is required to explain the pasitive 

electric field observed in the case of superposition of ECH on the MB heated plasmas. 

It is confirmed that the formation of the positive radial electric field can be realized 

using the enhanced particle flux which depends on the resonance positions and ECH 

power. The control of the electric field due to the injection modes is also found to be 
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effective. 

V. CONCLUSION 

It has been experimentally indicated that the radial electric held is controlled to 

positive value through the enhancement of the particle flux caused by ECH in CHS. 

The change of the electric field comes from the particle flux triggered by the production 

of the electrons accelerated perpendicularly to the magnetic field by ECH. 
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Fipire. Captions 

FIG.l : Schematic drawing of resonance structure at high field side(ripple top) and 

low field side(ripple bottom) resonance. 

FIG.2 : Radial profiles of electron density for the reference plasma, the target 

plasmas and those with ECH at (a)ripple top and (b)ripplc bottom resonances. 

FIG.3 : Radial profiles of (a(electron temperature, (b)ion temperature, (c)poloidal 

rotation velocity and (d)radial electric field for the reference plasma and those with 

ECH at. the ripple top and bottom resonances. 

FIG.4 : Radial profiles of radial electric field for the reference plasma and those 

with the injection power PECH=85 and 140kW at ripple bottom resonance. 

FIG.5 : (a)Time evolutions of density decay An0 and (b)radial profiles of poloidal 

rotation velocity ve(p) for the plasmas with ECH of O- and X- mode injections, re

spectively. Here, An„ shows the difference of the line-averaged density between the NB 

heated target plasma and that with ECH. 

FIG.6 : Radial profiles of enhanced fluxes TECH for the plasmas with the injection 

power PECH=85 and 140kW at the ripple bottom resonance, and a neoclassical flux 
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r s c for the target plasma. Radial profile of normalized resonance area in the ripple 

bottom case is also shown. 

FIG.7 : Ratios Vetr/v,; and frf/r^, and increase of the energy accelerated by the 

nonlinear wave-particle interaction versus initial electron energy. Here, i/e|r is effec

tive randomization frequency, and r,f(= l/^rt) and r l l a s are the excursion time due to 

the nonlinear interaction and passing time of electrons through the resonance area, 

respectively. 

FIG.8 : Radial electric field profiles for the plasma with ECH at the ripple bot

tom re;onauce(with />

Ecn=l'401iW). Closed circles show the observed electric fields. 

Hatched areas show the electric fields calculated from the diffusion equation of the 

electric field neglecting the viscosity term and taking into account the term, respec

tively. The hatched areas come from the error in estimation of the enhanced particle 

flux TECH as shown in Fig.6. 

FIG.9 : Observed radial electric fields E, versus enhanced fluxes TECH at p=0.82 

for the plasmas with ECH at ripple top and bottom resonances. 

FIG.10 : Dependences of ion and electron neoclassical fluxes, r*c and r e

x c , on 

radial electric field E, for the plasma with ECH at p = 0.82 in cases of ripple top 
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and bottom resonances. Closed circles show the points which siitisfy the ambipolariiv 

equation, r e

N r = r*c. 
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